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What’s Wrong with this Picture?
The world watched in awe, Sunday, April 27, 2014: 800,000 people, 6,000 priests, 700
bishops, 150 cardinals, 24 heads of state and 93 official government delegations, two
dead popes and two live ones, plus a paralyzed city! All of this preparation was focused
on a single statement: “We declare and
define Blessed John XXIII and John
Paul II be saints and we enroll them
among the saints, decreeing that they
are to be venerated as such by the
whole church.” Thunderous applause
erupted upon the pronouncement.
World news outlets served up course
after course of infinite details of the
pomp of this momentous gathering.
So what did it mean?
First off, the massive PR campaign
over half a century has paid off
During canonization, Pope Francis
handsomely for the Vatican. Two
kissed the reliquaries containing a
See What’s Wrong... page 8

vial of blood of John Paul II
and a skin fleck of John XXIII.

‘Comfortable Christianity…
—Is Over!’
“The days of comfortable Christianity
in the United States are over!” So states
Princeton University Professor, Robert P.
George in an interview with the Southern
Baptist Ethics and Public Policy Center.
He likens the situation to Christ’s command to “take up your cross and follow
me.” In many parts of the world that
cross can literally mean physical death.
The number of martyrs for Christ, world
wide, has doubled in the last four years.
But Professor George is speaking primarily of changing conditions in America. Like the rich young ruler who “went
away sorrowful,” many “…will not be
willing to place at risk reputation, social
standing, professional opportunities, and
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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The Snowball From Hell
By Mark Michie

these differences was
strongly downplayed
The Ecumenical Movement is accelerat- by “Evangelical” reping like a snowball rolling down a moun- resentative Gordon
tainside. Many Evangelical churches and Smith. Smith’s opening
denominations are becoming part of that presentation promoted
snowball, but it hasn’t happened overnight. the unity of what he
One current example is what is happening sees as “the Church”
in the Christian and Missionary Alliance in bound together by a
#120 - $2.25
Canada (C&MA) and Ambrose University “common faith” in a
32 pages
College and Seminary, operated jointly trinitarian God.
comic book
with the Church of the Nazarene, Canada.
Tom Ryan gave a
The college educates the next generation of description of the gospel in one of his
pastors, church workers and missionaries in presentations, and contrasted it with the
several Evangelical denominations.
Catholic view of salvation. In the end,
Twenty-five years ago I attended C&MA the differences noted were seen as “insigchurches. They preached the gospel and nificant” in comparison to the commonemphasized missions. They practised the alities and the “gifts” that each “Christian
Great Commission and believed that the Tradition” offers the others. Smith was critlost were destined for eternal
ical of Evangelicals who evandamnation.
gelize Catholics. He clearly
March 4-8, 2014 was Global
believes Catholicism is true
IS THERE
ANOTHER
Impact Week at Ambrose, a
Christianity.
CHRIST?
week typically designated to
During the days surroundemphasize missions, but this
ing the conference I contacted
year, dedicated to the ecumenisome people within the C&MA
cal “mission.” The title of the conference denomination —friends, acquaintances,
was “Catholics and Evangelicals in God’s and the head office in Toronto. I wanted
Mission —Together.”
to know how big this ecumenical snowball
The speakers were Gordon Smith and had gotten within the C&MA. In these
Tom Ryan. Smith, President of Ambrose, conversations I expressed my deep concern
grew up as a missionary kid and was for the students at Ambrose who would
himself a missionary in the Philippines. be deceived into believing that Romanism
Ryan, a Roman Catholic priest, is Director is true Christianity and that differences
of the Paulist Office for Ecumenical and between Catholic and Christian gospels
Interfaith Relations in Washington, DC and were of no consequence. I also expressed
former Director for the Canadian Centre for my dismay that Gordon Smith, President of
Ecumenism.
Ambrose, got his PhD from a Jesuit semiThe conference nary in Manila.
included five preMy first call was to the Canadian C&MA
sentations by Smith head office where David Freeman, VP of
and Ryan. Some dif- Canadian Ministries made it clear that he
ferences
between supported both the theme of the conference
Roman Catholicism and Gordon Smith. He was convinced that
and
Evangelical Catholics are Christians and suggested I
Christianity
were attend a Mass sometime.
noted —mostly by
My second call was to a local C&MA
#153
#153 - $6.50
$6 50
Catholic Tom Ryan, pastor, non-committal and indifferent. A
96 pages
but the importance of
paperback
See Snowball... page 12
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GOING ON VACATION?
You’ll meet many new people who would love to receive a
Chick tract. You may be their only chance to hear the Gospel.

Don’t let them down!
• Gas station cashiers
• Fast food workers
• Store clerks
• Fellow campers
• Other travelers
• Airplane cabin attendants
• Bus drivers
• Hotel workers
and that’s just a start!

Remember: Chick tracts get READ!
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Do You Really Believe God?
By David W. Daniels
People say, “I think God created the
universe in billions of years. But He could
have done it in six milliseconds.”
If God told you He did it in six
milliseconds, would you believe Him?
Yes? Well… He told you He did it in six
days! Why then do you not believe Him?
See, it’s not a matter of God saying what
He did. He already told us that.
It’s a matter of whether it SEEMS good
to us!
Is that a good basis for faith? What we
think should be the truth?
Or is it what God actually said that is the
truth?
Listen to these words from a famous
father of the modern Bible translation
movement:
“…The fact that whales were actually
mammals that had become aquatic millions
of years ago seemed astounding, and the
realization that dinosaurs once dominated
the earth and left fossils of their bones
and eggs seemed almost incredible, but
obviously true. Even more amazing was the
existence of millions of galaxies hundreds
of light-years across.
“The Scientific American (my favorite
magazine), and the accounts in Genesis
1 and 2 made sense only as two quite
different ways of understanding texts:
literally and figuratively. But in Genesis
6, the Bible also says that God himself

was sorry for having created people. This
I could readily believe because truly good
people seem to be so scarce.”
So he was prepared to believe in God
being sorry for creating people, because
of what he experienced. But he wouldn’t
believe that same God when He told him
anything that disagreed with his opinions!
Who was that man?
Eugene Nida, the father of the modern
Bible translation movement. And if you
think that’s not important, let me tell you
the positions he held in his lifetime. He
was:
• A founding organizer of the Summer
Institute of Linguistics
• A founding member of Wycliffe Bible
Translators
• Executive Translations Secretary of
the American Bible Society
• A founding delegate of the United
Bible Societies
• An adjunct professor at the Jesuit
Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome,
and
• Almost every modern Bible and
missionary Bible translation uses
some form of the Bible translation
strategies he championed.
If you want to know more, see my new
book, Why They Changed the Bible: One
World Bible for One World Religion.
In my research for the book, I was
astounded to find this one man at the
See Really Believe?... page 12

If We Plant the Seed, God Will
Give The Increase
NO
middle of nowhere
FEAR?
and decided to go
into a restaurant.
He was thinking of committing suicide. He
went into the bathroom and found a copy
of the Chick tract, No Fear. He read it and
recognized that the love of God was reaching out to him that day. That was a turning
A caller said that he was up in Michigan, point in his life. He accepted the Lord.
at a crossroads in his life. He was in the
See Plant the Seed... page 7

Of the thousands of testimonies that have
come into Chick Publications by phone,
email and letter, the most heart-warming
are the ones about suicide. Using the
search term, “suicide,” in the Chick Publications database of testimonies turns up
the following:
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Would you trust these men to
translate your Bible?
(and what kind of Bibles would they make?)

?
?

?
Could not believe Genesis
1 and 2 literally.

Resigned Wycliffe
because he didn’t believe
inspired Scriptures
“free from error.”

He said for Jesus and the
Father to be One, “would
be absurd.”

Who hired them to lead Bible translation projects for
Bibles now in the hands of readers all over the world?
And which Bibles are they?

Find out here!
Why They Changed The Bible
From the author of:

Look What’s Missing
David W. Daniels
Item # 220 - $12.95
288 pages

One World Bible
For One World Religion
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Comfortable Christianity…
From page 1
the like, in order to bear witness and flourished for over a thousand years, then
remain faithful to Christ.” Many Chris- came the Inquisition! For freedom’s sake,
tians are already reeling under the accusa- the pilgrims fled persecution in Europe and
tions of “bigots,” and “homophobes.” One most of them died before a solid beachhead
recent case that got wide attention in the was planted in the New World.
Finally “comfortable,” we
Christian media was of Brendan
ignored the infiltration of godEich, co-founder and recently
less humanism, so-called “sciinstalled CEO of Mozilla, the
entific” evolution, legalized sin,
producer of the popular Firefox
sexual liberation, and lately,
web browser. Within a week
militant Islam. We declared govof his election to CEO, news
ernment policy making (politics)
broke that he had contributed
too dirty for our concern and
$1,000 to the California Marnow will face anti-biblical laws
riage Proposition 8 campaign to
and godless judges who ignore
protect marriage as between one
the First Amendment and push
man and one woman.
#1251
us further from public view.
Accusations of “discrimina$12.99
Witnessing and soul wintion” were lodged against him
223 pages
ning are finding rising resisand a boycott declared against
paperback
tance. Christians in the Air
Mozilla. Eich and the Mozilla
Force Academy dared write
corporate board soon “agreed”
that it would be best if he stepped down. scripture on their personal white board
Professor George sees Christians being outside their dorm room and got slapped
increasingly “discriminated” against in down for it. Christian ministries are listed
“... employment, licensing, accreditation as hate groups by the Southern Poverty
of institutions, and government contract- Law Center, a think tank advising on
ing. This is going to be rough sailing,” government policy.
Jesus’ name is increasingly unwelcome
he predicts.
The tide is clearly turning against Bible in the official prayers of military and
prison chaplains. Only prayers
believers. Recent court cases
to a generic god who offends no
have begun to go against Chrisone is preferred. This highlights
tians in business who object
another threat to soul winners:
to providing services such as
ecumenism, or the drive for
wedding cakes and photograChristian “unity.” Lost are the
phy to same-sex weddings, and
distinctions of who is a denomibed-and-breakfasts who refuse
nation and thus it is off limits
to allow same-sex couples to
for witnessing to cults such as
rent bedrooms. Other “ChrisRoman Catholicism and “maintian” businesses that have tried
line churches” that have abanto hold to some kind of bibli#1287- $7.95
doned basic biblical doctrines.
cal standard have backed away
125 pages
Professor George is probfrom the fight.
paperback
ably right: the time is upon us
In the broad scope of history,
when serving Christ will require
few have been privileged to live
a “comfortable” Christianity. Right out counting the cost. If revival is still posof the box, Bible believers were attacked sible, wide saturation with no-nonsense
by the Jews and the Romans. They hid in gospel tracts will go a long way toward
rocks and caves while pagan “Christianity” bringing it on.
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Plant the Seed...
From page 4
“Recently I stopped at a sub shop for lunch
and left a copy of Somebody Loves Me in
my booth. On my way out, a worker called
me back, waving the tract in her hand.
She asked me if
it was mine and
SOMEBODY
I told her that I
LOVES ME
had left it there
to share the good
news of Jesus.
Tears welled up in her eyes as she confessed
to having thoughts of suicide. I motioned
her to sit down and she prayed there with
me to dedicate her life to Christ!”
–N Hayes, FL
“Just a testimony to let you know Chick
tracts get results. I came across a girl named
Carrie. She was very depressed and ready to
commit suicide.
I had a copy of
TRUST
Trust Me which
ME!
I gave to her and
witnessed to her.
She accepted the
Lord and changed her mind about ending it
all. Praise God!” –Anonymous
“Years ago I was a practicing sodomite.
I had 12 years of Catholic school and,
although I was not active in the Roman
Catholic Church, it was the source of everything I’d heard about Jesus. With this sort
of foundation perhaps it should not have
been surprising that I fell in with a group in
college that encouraged homosexuality and
as I “experimented,” believing I’d found
my natural “orientation” while I practiced
various perversions. I presented myself as
a very happy, confident, and free person,
but in reality thought constantly of suicide.
To this day I do not know who started
leaving Chick tracts in my “in-box” at
work. At first I
read them just
SIN
for amusement
CITY
but before long
they forced me

7
to question my beliefs. With the impetus
from these tracts and some loving Christian
friends, I became saved. I thank God every
day for that anonymous tract donor who led
me to Jesus before I got AIDS, and more
importantly, before I died without salvation.
It is embarrassing to talk about my past, but
if I can save one person by showing them
there is a way out of homosexual behavior,
it will be well worth it.” –Peter A.
“For twenty-three years I was a Roman
Catholic. I prayed to the Virgin Mary as a
habit and went to confession regularly for
the same reason. My life went downward
as I got involved in drugs and spiritism.
Physically and mentally I was getting worse
by the day. I
had thoughts
THIS WAS
of committing
YOUR LIFE!
suicide at age
of 23. Suddenly a young man
gave me a tract
called This Was Your Life. In the days that
followed I gave my heart to Jesus Christ
and I received His peace, joy and became
partaker of a sure hope.” –Claude S.

LESSONS LEARNED:
1. Chick tracts get READ.
2. Tracts DO work!
3. Many are saved after
being given several
tracts over time.

All-Tract Assortment
Item #915 - $21.95
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What’s Wrong...

His death was a final sacrifice for our sins,
no longer needing repeating in a “Mass.”
Fourth, what is this business of dead
From page 1
saints? Didn’t Paul call us all “saints” in
millennia of sordid history is forgotten his letters to the church? And none of them
where pope after pope attempted to squelch were dead, yet. Why the dead “saints?”
God’s preserved words and
Well, it appears that Jesus needs
eliminate His true believers.
a lot of help as our Advocate.
Second,
these
crowds
Catholics are told they should
represent a billion more people
pray to these dead ones for
who look to the pope’s “church”
God’s favors.
for eternal hope, when God’s
Proof of “sainthood” requires
word says that it doesn’t work
verification of miracles that
that way.
happen when someone prays
Third, we need to ask, “Where
directly to that dead person.
was Jesus in all this?” One could
Generally, the process takes
say: “On the crucifix on the
decades or even centuries to
#120 - $2.25
pope’s staff.” But that is not
fully certify the person’s merit.
32 pages
the glorious risen Lord, but a
Two miracles are customarily
comic book
contorted image of His agony.
required, but Pope Francis
To this question, we would be told that waived the requirement for Pope John
He is the Eucharist, distributed to the crowd XXIII and accepted just one to save time.
by 600 priests during the accompanying
See What’s Wrong... page 14
“Sacrifice of the Mass.” But the Bible says

Rome’s New Velvet Glove
Make-Over
Now that Roman Catholicism is
generally accepted by Evangelicals as just
another “denomination,” the sainthooding
spectacle that virtually shut down the city
of Rome on Sunday, April 27, needs careful
examination.
The last hundred years have seen insidious
changes in Romanism. Since Constantine
(312 AD), its effort to dominate the “kings
of the earth” (Rev. 17:2) has been constant.
However, methods varied: Military
conquest was once huge. Cornering eternal
salvation was a central ploy. And control of
the politically powerful through confession
and education, worked wonders.
But, the 20th century saw a major shift
in strategy. Complicity in two world wars
failed to bring political power. So the sword
was traded for a velvet glove. For 600
years, the Reformation had been Rome’s
arch-enemy. All attempts by sword, burning
at the stake, and torture had failed. Another
approach was desperately needed.

Keen to the opportunity of the developing
mass media, Vatican strategists decided on
a public remake of their harsh historical
image. Something big and very public had
to be staged.
Pivotal points in history were marked by
21 Councils. Most notable was the Council
of Trent that thundered anathemas upon
the Reformers and their Bibles. Others
declared Mary as the “mother of God,”
infallibility of the pope, etc.
So, a new Ecumenical Council,
popularly known as Vatican II, was
planned. Convened by Pope John XXIII
in 1962, it spanned the tenure of two popes
and has been further implemented by each
one since. Due to clever PR, it became a
watershed event.
Former Councils had pushed ecumenism
by force. This one was by smiles and lots
of hugs. The word went out that Roman
Catholics were truly “Christian.” They
See Velvet Glove... page 14
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Is America on a collision course
with

GOD?
GOD
?

Read free excerpts:
chick.com/Israel
• Roosevelt’s fatal
mistake
• Pres. Bush’s
house damaged

Through a step-by-step
analysis of political events,
author John P. McTernan
proves that God still brings
swift judgment on those
who betray Israel. In every
case where America has
failed Israel, it has faced
dramatic consequences
within 24 hours. (Author
gives many examples.)
Paperback
Item #1289

320 pages
$14.99
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Shipment Was Late —Right On Time
Missionaries Mike and Luisa Careyy
are rejoicing in the Lord’s timing, evenn
m
when a delivery of Chick tracts to them
in the Philippines was late.
But late was part of God’s plan..
When the shipment of tracts arrived,,
y
they planned to visit a local elementary
school and hand some tracts to the students as they came and went from the
school. Instead, a teacher saw them
and asked what they were doing.
When she saw the tracts, she was
Mike and Luisa Carey, (left) with
a
immediately interested. She said that
District Supervisor of elem
the state education department had schools receiving tracts for entary
her district.
declared a special reading day and
the tracts would be perfect to use. She showed them to her principal, who contacted
other area schools, opening the door for the Careys to supply tracts to schools in the
whole district.
Today, the Careys have received 30,0000
tracts in the local Cebuano languagee
through the Chick Missions Fund and aree
widely seeding them into the elementaryy
schools in the district. They have collectedd
some of the comments from the teacherss
and students after reading the tracts:
• “San Agustin Elementary Schooll
pupils said that it made them cry and
they were able to realize the importance of relationship between God
Mike Carey receiving
and man. It also made them realize
two boxes of
that nobody could help us but God Chick tracts arriving in the Philippin
es
alone. They were excited to have
another story that could touch and change their lives.”
• “The pupils were happy. They enjoyed reading the booklet. They got moral
lessons from the story. In fact, the tract serves as supplementary reading material
for lower grades especially [in the]]
mother tongue (Bisaya/Cebuano).
• “As I read it, my tears just fall downn
my cheeks and I do believe that Godd
has [His] own purpose for every onee
of us.”
• “I cried when I read the stories. Are
there any others?”
• “It’s like me,” a father said when
he read Gamay Nga Sapatos,
(Tiny Shoes)
• “I was looking for a church to attend.
The tract address pointed me to your
Grade 1 pupils in Cantilan Pilo
t
School receiving tracts.
See Right On Time... page 11
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Many Christians want to provide
Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Mission Fund
Although we are not legally structured
to give tax-deductible receipts, we
definitely know how to get literature
into missionaries’ hands. They often
write to us asking if anyone can help
them get Chick tracts.

Mike Carey, (right)
tracts to a teacher wh handing
o wi
tracts out to studentsll pass
.

100% of the funds you send to the Chick Mission Fund are used to
ship literature to missionaries.
We receive requests frequently from missionaries who need your help. Just
during recent months, shipments have been provided for:

China

New Guinea

Guyana
Netherlands
Chile
Italy (Sicily)
Guatemala

Honduras

Taiwan
Philippines
South Africa

Thailand

Brazil
Argentina

Nicaragua
Mexico

Venezuela

Will you help?

Right On Time...
From page 10
church.” (She wants to be involved
in soul winning. She, her husband
and their two kids give tracts. She
said she does not know how to share
salvation so she gives tracts to be
useful to God. She has seen the many
blessings from the Lord when she and
her family have started to give tracts.)
• “She loves to give tracts to people
and win souls for Christ. She, too, has
witnessed the many abundant blessings from God since she has started
giving tracts.”

Student reading
a Chick tract.
This report is just one of hundreds of
stories of the effectiveness of Chick tracts
on mission fields all over the world.
Missionaries have learned that they can
seed a community with Chick tracts and
often get enough response to the gospel to
begin a local fellowship. Further seeding in
a wider area continues to grow the church
by teaching the members a simple way to
share the gospel. For more information
how you can be involved in sending tracts
to missionaries, see information above, or
call us at 909-987-0771.
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Really Believe?... Snowball...
From page 4

From page 2

crossroads of the modern Bible movement,
influencing both popular English versions
as well as how the Bible was translated
for hundreds of people groups around
the world. Then, when I examined the
signposts at that crossroads, they pointed
in some amazing directions.
Time is short. Satan’s original plan
was to burn all the Bibles, but that didn’t
work. So, a couple of
hundred years ago he
decided to just “fix”
the Bible to his liking,
instead. Now, his
“fixed” Bibles have
largely replaced the
preserved words of
God, both in English
and otherwise. His
#220 - $12.95
trap is set and it is
288 pages
amazing who helped
paperback
him set it and who
has been caught in it.

friendly conversation turned cold when the
subject of the conference was raised.
A third call was made to another C&MA
pastor, unhappy with the conference at
Ambrose. One of his church members
had alerted him. Numerous other members
were also ready to take a stand. Praise the
Lord that some Evangelical churches still
oppose ecumenism.
The Canadian C&MA and Ambrose
University College illustrate how this ecumenism is infecting formerly bible-believing churches. Retiring pastors are replaced
by graduates from ecumenical colleges,
and the snowball from hell gains more
churches. The ecumenical unity snowball
can only lead to one result —a fatal meltdown in the pit of hell.
Submitted by a reader of BC illustrating the Evangelicals’ march to join the
coming one-world religion. It graphically
illustrates the blatant disregard for biblical
truth in the plunge toward “unity.”

42c

AIL
CHICK MB
AG
Chick Publications gets the truth
out there! Please support them.
Thank you Jack Chick. Keep
up the work for Jesus and
know you are in our thoughts
and prayers. W.C., Facebook
Highly recommend. I have liked
Chick tracts since I was ten. The first
tract I read was Somebody Loves Me.
C. T., Facebook
“I got saved on June 18, 1989 after
reading Hi There... it really convicted
me, the guys in the story were so
like me.”
P.O., Facebook

I am saved today thanks to my wonderful
mother-in-law who gave me the comic
called Alberto. What an impact this
ministry has.
K. R., LA
Have always loved Chick tracks.
Always get positive feedback.
Highly recommend them
for everyone. A great
witnessing tool.
A.S., Facebook
I love Chick tracts! I have
taken them to Mexico and
handed them to people and they
really want them. Now more than ever
we have to go out and evangelize.
R.R., Facebook
Join the conversation...
find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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Full-color comic books

Warn youth and adults
about these cults.
Roman Catholicism

Mormonism

Islam

Order individually or get them all with the
Jumbo Comic Pack ($46.00 - 23 in all!)
Subjects include:
• Salvation
• Forgiveness
• Noah’s Ark and the Flood
A virtual LIBRARY of
• The occult
Christian
teaching for
• The battle for the Bible
youth and adults
• Cruciﬁxion of Jesus
• Prophecy
• Rock Music
• Satan’s deception
• Salvation of a gang leader
• Overview of the Bible - double the pages!

Wish your kids
spent their time
more wisely?
Leave these comics
laying around your
house and they will.
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bait is labeled, “inter-denominational,” or
“inter-confessional.” Under the banner of
From page 8
Jesus’ prayer in John 17:21, “that they
were just another “denomination” with all may be one…,” RC priests cozied up
a slightly different worship “tradition.” to televangelists and were given a spot
Unfortunately, their unbiblical “tradition” on “Christian” broadcasting networks.
is exactly what the Reformers objected to: Congregations began to share pulpits.
The tradition of bowing to idols (statues), Local councils of churches welcomed
primarily of their Virgin Mary goddess neighborhood priests.*
And what was the result for the kingdom
who basically replaced Jesus as mediator;
the tradition of worship of their wafer of God? No more witnessing to Roman
god (Eucharist); the tradition of praying Catholics. At the beginning of the 20th
to “saints” for miracles; the tradition of century, Rome was correctly labeled a
paying for your own sins in purgatory; “cult,” with a false gospel. Bible believers
the tradition of no salvation outside knew Catholics were lost because they
subjection to the Pope and the “church.” were trusting on the pagan rituals of their
“church,” instead of Christ’s finished work
And on it goes.
Once this unbiblical cult was redefined on the cross for salvation.
In addition to the drive for “unity,” Rome
as just another “denomination,” the
“Protestants” swallowed the bait. And that decided to “fix” the Bible. For generations,
the hated Bible for the common man,
the King James Version, had spread the
truth about popish paganism throughout
the West.
From page 8
In danger were Catholic strongholds in
Another part of the ceremony included Latin America, Eastern Europe and Pacific
relics. As a point of contact with the dead Islands, trapped in Rome’s false gospel.
saint, parts of his body, clothing, or items he They knew that any bibles translated
touched are mounted in ornate boxes, called from the KJV-based manuscripts would
reliquaries, and displayed for “veneration” stoke revival fires and expose Rome’s
around the world. No Catholic altar is false gospel. It’s another story how
complete without some item from a “saint.” they have succeeded in side-lining the
Relics are categorized by the Vatican as preserved Bible, replacing it with bibles
“first class” (part of the saint’s body, such that water down scriptures that counter
as bones or blood), “second-class” (items Catholic teachings.
owned or used by saint) and “third-class”
David W. Daniels’ new book,
(things that were touched by the saint). Why They Changed the Bible, details the
Relics of John II includes his bloody shirt Jesuit guidance of one pivotal man that
scavenged from the floor off
created doubt in God’s ability to
the emergency room when he
preserve His Words. Now, over
was shot by an assassin.
a billion people are trusting the
For John XXIII, it is bits
pope’s false gospel which leads
of skin removed from his
to hell —and “evangelicals” no
cadaver, previously exhumed
longer witness to them, believing
for his sainthood ceremonies.
they are already saved. Soul
Soul winners, the end-time
winners, we need to tell them to
pieces are rapidly falling
obey Rev. 18:4 and “come out…”
into place. Prayers to dead
*See BATTLE CRY, March/
saints and relics is idolatry,
April 2014 issue for more on push
condemned in scripture. We
for “unity” under a one-world
#220 - $12.95
must get the true gospel out
religion using a one-world “Bible.”
288 pages
while we can.
(See. http://www.chick.com/bc/)
paperback

What’s Wrong...
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C H IC K .. .

Dear ones in Christ:
Four teenage girls from my neighborhood rang our doorbell late one
afternoon on Halloween. I gave each of them a copy of Happy Hour to
see their reaction. They all read their copy on my front porch, and each of
the four girls said almost in unison, “That’s my dad!”
I was stunned. How many alcoholics could there be? Since then,
when I go to the supermarket, I often see little old ladies pushing their
grocery carts with bottles of gin and not much else. Can it be that booze
is destroying more souls than we ever dreamed? How come we never hear
about it in our pulpits? Maybe it’s politically incorrect.
Did you ever hear about Billy Sunday? At the turn of the 20th century
he was one of our greatest evangelists, a man on fire for the Lord. He
didn’t care if he was politically incorrect. He hit liquor with both feet.
Besides winning a million souls to Christ, he was one of the reasons
prohibition came to drunken America. It was a revival.
After reading Billy Sunday’s sermons on liquor, the Lord gave us a new
tract called Just One More. If you know friends, neighbors, or relatives
who occasionally enjoy a sip of the devil’s brew, give them a copy of
Happy Hour, The Bully, or Just One More. Remember, beloved, there’ll
be no drunkards in heaven! Let’s reach them for Christ before sclerosis of
the liver takes them down into the pit. Be brave!
Your brother in Christ,
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EAT’EM UP FRANCIS...
THEY’RE ALL YOURS!

YUM YUM!
THAT WE MAY BE ONE.

SWEET UNITY!

Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers...

FREE

2 Cor. 6:14
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